Name: _____________________________________

Chapters 1 - 3

1.

In the beginning of Chapter 1, what three things does the author state are important?
_________________________

2.

_________________________

_________________________

What are the two reasons the people of the village left the woods alone?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

3.

If the cows had made their road through the woods, what would the people have
noticed?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

4.

What is strange about the Tuck family's appearance?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

5.

What did Winnie Foster decide she was going to do in the morning, and why?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 1 - 3

1.

In the beginning of Chapter 1, what three things does the author state are important?
the first house

2.

the road

the woods

What are the two reasons the people of the village left the woods alone?
The two reasons the people of the village leave the woods alone are because
there is no road through the woods, and the woods belong to the Fosters.

3.

If the cows had made their road through the woods, what would the people have
noticed?
The people would have noticed the giant ash tree in the center of the woods, then the
little spring bubbling up among its roots in spite of the pebbles that were placed there
in hopes of concealing it.

4.

What is strange about the Tuck family's appearance?
Their appearance is strange because the Tuck family has looked the same for
eighty-seven years.

5.

What did Winnie Foster decide she was going to do in the morning, and why?
Winnie Foster decided she was going to run away in the morning because she
was sick and tired of being watched every minute of her life. She wanted to be
out in the world experiencing things and making decisions of her own.
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